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Thomas Hirschhorn writes—a lot. He writes about who he is (“I am 
an artist, I am not a social worker”); he writes about what he believes 
(“I believe that art can include every human being”); he writes about what 
he wants (“I want to be engaged with art in absolute equality”); he writes 
about what he needs (“I need philosophy as a human being, as a man”); he 
writes about what he doesn’t need (“I don’t need philosophy to legitimise 
my work as an artist”); he writes about what he must do (“I must cooperate 
with reality in order to change it”); he writes about what he always does 
(“I always reject this question”); he writes about what he never does 
(“I never make ‘relational aesthetic’ art”); he writes about his challenges 
(“I am confronted with the question of ‘authorship’”); he writes about his 
successes (“I am proud of the workers and I am proud of myself”); he writes 
about his failures (“I am really a bad theatre director”); he writes about 
thinking (“I like full-time thinking”); he writes about philosophy (“I like 
philosophy, even when I don’t understand a third of its reflections”); he 
writes about philosophers (“I am a fan of Spinoza”); he writes to philosophers 
(“dear Jacques rancière, I am happy to have the opportunity to write to 
you”); he writes about what he loves (“I love to encounter the other through 
an Idea”); he writes about what he hates (“I hate volunteerism for the sake 
of art!”); he writes about why he writes (“I write because I can write—just 
as everybody can—and I want to write in an egalitarian way. This means: 
I simply write with my own words!”); he writes about not writing (“I do not 
use Twitter”).1 
 A Swiss-born resident of Paris, Hirschhorn doesn’t just write, of 
course, he is an artist best known for his projects in which he makes things 
before destroying them: his Altars in dedication to the memory of the 
painters Piet mondrian and otto Freundlich, the poet Ingeborg Bachmann 
and the writer raymond Carver; and his monuments to philosophers 
Baruch Spinoza, Gilles deleuze and Georges Bataille;2 and his more recent, 
genuinely idiosyncratic installation Crystal of resistance for the Swiss 
Pavilion in 2011’s Venice Biennale, none of which I’ve seen dans la chair, 
such is the perennial disappointment of an antipodean of non-jetsetting 
status. But I did however have the pleasure of having the opportunity of 
making pilgrimage to Hirschhorn’s most recent and final monument, 
this time dedicated to the Italian writer, philosopher and marxist martyr 
Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937), on a perfect sunny afternoon in August this 
year in New York’s South Bronx. It was here that I came to the reluctant 
acceptance of Hirschhorn’s unapologetic, harshly assertive declaration of 
what he calls “Unshared Authorship”. Yes, even when on the other side 
of the world grappling with the physicality of the artist’s monumental 
structure, it was his words that triggered a little jolt of exhilaration at 
finding myself intellectually dispense with—permanently, one hopes—the 
worst of the politically correct fallacies imposed by participatory practice 
in contemporary art and its bastard sibling, relational aesthetics. In other 
words (let’s stick with Hirschhorn’s words): 

“Unshared” means saying yes to complexity and implies 
multiplication, not division. Today’s issues about claim for 
“responsibility” come from those “shared responsibilities”, 
which push you to the “I am not responsible for this, I am 
only responsible for that!” excuses.

I’m certainly guilty of making excuses in this regard—I suspect very few 
among you, dear readers, are not—and Hirschhorn knows it. His distinction 
as an artist and writer, now self-evident after two decades of challenging 
work, lies in his unswerving commitment to never make excuses where 
others are easily self-deceived into accepting themselves as victims of 
historical inequality, ideological inertia, cultural hegemony or everyone’s 
favourite bogeyman, capitalist subjugation. Hirschhorn pursues his loves 
(“my love for Antonio Gramsci”) not at the expense of others, but by 
expending with others (“I am entirely and completely the author regarding 
everything about my work”). He does this not in self-service—though some 
have suggested this3—but in an artistic fission that ignites what Hirschhorn 

terms the “Non-exclusive Audience” by separating the element of curiosity 
from the substance of prejudice, atomising the suppositions of individual 
agency to look, listen, learn and, yes, participate—or failing that ultimately 
reject the artist entirely, which is fine by him (“I do not distinguish between 
a person who could be a ‘receptive participant’ and the person ‘hanging 
around’”). 
 So it was that I found myself on the No. 5 line of manhattan’s 
subway, heading north into the Bronx, where before arriving at Prospect 
Avenue at east 160th Street, I noticed the conspicuous change in the racial 
make-up of my fellow passengers relative to those on the other side of a 
geographic divide I had failed to observe. I had crossed a spurious border 
that New Yorkers feverishly erect, or are otherwise coerced into imagining, 
only a slightly more pronounced malady than that of Sydneysiders, who 
giddily backpack across lands of poverty-stricken aqua-marine, yet would 
never dream of passing through less prosperous neighbourhoods at 
home than their own. A short stroll past Amigo discount, Fuente’s Barber 
Shop, david’s Check Cashing and Johnson Bar-B-Q, and I had arrived: 
“Destruction is difficult; it is as difficult as creation”, read a spray-painted 
banner, words attributed to Gramsci’s Prison Notebook confessions penned 
during the final years of his life as a political prisoner. The banner was 
affixed to a shallow walkway that bridged two islands constructed of 
generic domestic materials: thickets of untreated two-by-fours, canopies 
of plywood and plastic tarpaulins, sheets of plexiglass, secondhand 
furniture and hand-painted designs and graffiti, appearing all of a piece by 
Hirschhorn’s familiar use of duct and packing tape entwining itself around 
this structure like the vines of a tropical rainforest hugging the ruins of a 
lost civilisation. An alternate view might be that the Gramsci monument 
looked rather like an arty shantytown, one that had incongruously and 
conspicuously appeared amid an otherwise pleasant neighbourhood 



courtyard and children’s playground.4 Advancing up a rickety ramp to the 
monument’s upper platform I discovered the Gramsci library, well-stocked 
with the eponymous literature in Italian original and english translation, 
along with books by like-minded thinkers (marxism and the City by Ira 
Katznelson); the daily Gramsci monument Community Newspaper print 
room (“resident of the day: Nilmia Polonia”); the Gramsci Bar (“Hot dogs 
$1”); the Gramsci Workshop with children’s art and craft creations on 
display (Quote of the day: “I am Flawless and Sexy–Jahsiah”); the Antonio 
lounge (Today’s lecture: “What is Identity?” by marcus Steinweg); the 
Gramsci radio Studio broadcasting an interview on 91.9Fm with a curious 
visiting German couple (“Ja, South Bronx is very interesting”); and, finally, 
as I entered the main common room, a glimpse of Hirschhorn himself, 
seated at a table in conversation with a young black resident, visibly 
annoyed by his interlocutor’s commitment to his project (“You must turn 
up! You agreed to do this. To do the newspaper everyday you must turn up. 
I am relying on you to meet this objective”).5 
 Hirschhorn’s astuteness in selecting a site so rich in symbolic 
potential is self-evident with the locale of his Gramsci monument, a 
courtyard nestled within a collection of New York City Housing Authority 
buildings known as Forest Houses, easily conjuring a View-master 
slideshow of vivid imagery from contentious recent social histories. 
Indeed, there is hardly a more infamous case study for the calamitous 
dovetailing of a city’s de-industrialisation, subsequent ‘white flight’ and 
urban planning imperiousness with State sanctioned neglect, chaos and a 
slow re-emergence of pride instigated by local culture (in the worldwide 
dominance of the indigenous emergence of hip hop), than this small patch 
of earth called South Bronx. This multifaceted history is at once exhilarating 
and challenging to contend with. As a critic writing about Hirschhorn’s 
monument I’m entirely self-conscious of the inherent irony of this task in 
light of the iron-strong arrogance of robert moses, the Baron Haussmann 
of New York City’s megalopolis, best illustrated by his oft-quoted aphorism 
(itself a variation on a George Bernard Shaw coinage): “Those who can, 
build. Those who can’t, criticise.”6 It’s sobering to recognise the nationalistic 
drive in America—though this holds true for all powerful nation States—to 
valorise Great men in memoriam (see Washington d.C.’s Jefferson, lincoln 
and roosevelt memorials alone), at the expense of the masses whose 
sacrifices are unjustly inversely diminished by their sheer aggregate horror: 
witness Maya Lin’s noble defiance against this impulse towards her Vietnam 
Veterans memorial, perfectly encapsulated in her devastating anecdote that 
tells of being confronted with the singularly offensive question, “doncha 
just think they need a parade?”7 The ‘people’—collectively, not just artists 
like lin or Hirschhorn—are demonstratively capable of conceiving their 
own monuments, as when over three days in August 1980 the Counter 
Convention for the People’s Alternative, an informal hotchpotch coalition 
of local community constituents and interlopers, erected three small timber 
shacks on the rubble of demolished blocks and announced a ‘People’s 
Convention’ to compete with the democratic Party’s National Convention 
that was being concurrently held at madison Square Garden, intended 
to embarrass President Carter who had stood on Charlotte Street three 
years earlier promising to turn around its urban decay. But this kind of 
civic activity (‘participatory’ if you must) wasn’t accepted as art then 
(not discounting the contributions of now legendary pioneering street, 
multimedia and conceptual artists John Fekner and don leicht), nor is it 
now. This is precisely the reason why it shares a brand recognition problem 
with Antonio Gramsci’s stale marxist philosophies: the irony has always 
been that searing individual greed is a vital ingredient in making the soufflé 
of mass change rise—a commandment robert moses enacted to his mastery 
before the inevitable tipping of the scales in favour of public opinion.8

 The question of what ‘they’ might ‘need’ is a point of heated 
conjecture in relational aesthetics and participatory art, which must grapple 
with the politically expedient realities of social-inclusion agendas borne of 
neo-liberal philosophies that, in the concise analysis of leading critic in the 
field Claire Bishop, “are less about repairing the social bond than a mission 
to enable all members of society to be self-administering, fully functioning 

consumers who do not rely on the welfare State and who can cope with 
a deregulated, privatised world”.9 Bringing this observation of Bishop’s 
closer to home repositions us to consider local contemporary art projects 
that specifically engage with or take place in public housing sites such as the 
recent first stage of Temporary democracies, a panoply of artists’ projects 
situated in the south-west Sydney suburbs of Airds and Bradbury, blighted
—though changing (and fast) thanks to the perspicacious powers of Public 
Private Partnership—by decades of seemingly endemic welfare dependence 
fused with the worst of the architectural and social engineering follies of 
modernism’s sclerotic decades of influence. Organised by Campbelltown 
Arts Centre’s live Art Curator Paul Gazzola, Temporary democracies seeks 
to “open up new strategies of engagement to support and involve residents 
through participation, dialogue and interaction” and—wisely it must be 
categorically stated—“make first-hand experiences of a contemporary 
art practice more readily available through these localised residencies as 
it simultaneously offers a distinct and evocative situation to the artists’ 
processes of producing site-based art”.10 The smart distinction is in the 
offering of a “situation” to the artist and not pre-packaged audiences, 
communities or participants, the latter being the decision entirely of others. 
Watching a video online of artist Brian Fuata playfully pondering his 
Temporary democracies work by declaring “it’s part of a series called the 
Privileged Performances where dressed as a faun I kinda describe practice 
that I’m not familiar with… and appropriate my inadequacy or inability 
under this persona of a faun”,11 I empathise with how he feels! What is an 
honest critic if not this faun? With Temporary democracies I’ll resist the 
urge to pretend that I was there to throw a shadow on a wall and instead 
look forward to catching the next stage of developments if I can. 
 How to talk about art you haven’t participated in much less seen? 
This is not just an academic question for the thinly stretched art critic, but 
one that is central to the entire conception of an artist’s audience. I’ve both 
seen and produced enough community engaged contemporary art projects 
to know that a root cause of missed opportunity at mutual understanding 
is a commonly held but uncommonly admitted fear of humiliation: 
intellectual, bodily, irrational or otherwise. This is true beyond mere art 
circles: witness the collective denunciatory shriek at donald rumsfeld’s 
infamous “there are known knowns” observation despite its rhetorical 
clarity and logical truth. Indeed, unchecked this fear induces private shame 
that inevitably manifests itself in public aggression, as it did during the 
making of Tony Schwensen and André Stitt’s BIG PINKO (2009) that saw 
the artists transform a decommissioned public housing terrace in minto, 
a neighbourhood suburb of Airds, into a large-scale readymade sculpture 
entirely covered in pink paint, a construction and performance that reflected 
still current social, political and environmental concerns around urban 
renewal, displacement, social cohesion and abstraction. Writing about this 
in 2010 (forgive me in quoting myself as you do Hirschhorn), I observed: 

When we describe contemporary art projects as 
“community engaged” we signal mutual activity between 
artists and community members in the art making process. 
The difficulty in qualifying exactly what this activity might 
be, let alone its outcomes, is that the really valuable stuff 
is the subtle, private recalibrations of interior perspectives. 
It’s that spark that ignites the imagination to see more than 
what’s in front of us, pushing us to have the audacity to 
embrace the unknown for its own sake. It’s a difficult 
proposition. For every person who turned up that day 
and vocally expressed their wonder at the artists’ efforts, 
there remained others for whom letting down their barriers 
proved a challenge: “Pink! That’s for faggots.”12

I’ve yet to come across this question of shame in public conversations in the 
art world (a recipe for social isolation I’m sure), but in the literary sphere 
this topic has at least been breached by popular means by Parisian professor 
of French literature Pierre Bayard in his manual for charlatans and non-
readers, How to Talk About Books You Haven’t read: 
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To speak without shame about books we haven’t read, 
we would thus do well to free ourselves of the oppressive 
image of cultural literacy without gaps, as transmitted and 
imposed by family and school, for we can strive toward 
this image for a lifetime without ever managing to coincide 
with it. Truth destined for others is less important than 
truthfulness to ourselves, something attainable only by 
those who free themselves from the obligation to seem 
cultivated, which tyrannises us from within and prevents 
us from being ourselves.13

I’ve little doubt in the veracity of Bayard’s contention. It’s this base-level 
instinct for shame, democratically spread across all classes in society that 
distances people from art by simultaneously repelling the easily intimidated 
from their own desire to try new things, while driving shallow obsessives 
towards illusory simulacra of art instead of the palpably dirty, defiant and 
fallible thing itself. What remains are screen-based phantoms of ideas and 
their rendering by bodies in space that are permanently unattainable in the 
corporeal sense and thus permanently inadequate bedfellows. It would be 
dishonest of me to profess to really know what Brian Fuata’s special kind 
of performance art is about, much less in the specific context of that sunny 
day in August in Airds; I see him more often in bars and at parties than 
in performance, which is a reflection on me, not him. What I do know is 
that it’s utterly commonplace for those who pontificate or care to scribble 
about such things to unleash a cascade of platitudes in praise of that 
which they have either experienced secondhand, principally through the 
seductive mediation of the internet (witness the torrent of unsubstantiated 
words heaped on the recent Kaldor Public Art Project 13 rooms in advance 
of its Sydney showing, another thing I missed but was nevertheless all 
too tempted to make my mind up about), or through sheer discounting 
of personal responsibility in allowing oneself to be as vulnerable as the 
artist. I’m occasionally guilty on both counts and the comforting delusion 
is that it hardly matters because everyone is at it. This is anathema to the 
obsessive, committed, recalcitrant artist like Hirschhorn, as it is for his peers 
Schwensen and Stitt and, I suspect, Fuata. let this be a pledge to never 
again utter the words “participatory art”, lest there be confusion as to who 
exactly is required to do the heavy lifting in the production of meaning. As 
Hirschhorn astutely observes:

I have never used the term “participatory art” in referring 
to my work—that is a meaningless term, because someone 
looking at an Ingres painting, for instance, is participating. 
He can participate without anyone noticing.

It’s a delicious irony—completely intended, no doubt—that Hirschhorn 
should choose a staunch defender of Western art’s academic propriety, 
Jean Auguste dominique Ingres to make his point, given Ingres’ self-
appointed guardianship of classicism’s disciplined line and rational 
thought against romanticism’s rough wildness and abandon proved a 
catalyst for the breakneck metastasisation of art history as modernism took 
hold and progressed to malignancy. In the feverish tumult of the second 
decade of the twenty-first century we can perhaps be forgiven for thinking 
that contemporary life has a monopoly on complexity—in colossal leaps 
in communication, technology and migration. But all of this has only been 
made possible by a vast forgetting that ensures that for much of the time
—too much by far—our lives are a mad rush of restless, ceaseless, baseless 
associations between spectacle and communion, anything but the difficult 
pleasure of being left alone to activate an inert object with the power of 
one’s own mind. looking at an Ingres painting, you start by turning up 
to meet yourself: present, willing and able to accept the responsibility the 
artist requires of you to realise his work (“I am relying on you to meet this 
objective”). 

Pages 262-3 and above: Thomas Hirschhorn, Gramsci Monument: A Work in Public Space, 2013, 
produced by Dia Art Foundation, New York, located at Forest Houses, 

The Bronx, New York City, 1 July–15 September 2013, photographed by the author
Photos courtesy the artist
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This is the second of two consecutive commissioned texts on the work of 
Thomas Hirschhorn, the first being ‘Touching Reality’ by Adam Geczy in 
the September issue, Volume 42.3, 2013
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Opposite: Brian Fuata, Privilege (house), Temporary Democracies, 2013; 
commissioned by Campbelltown Arts Centre
Below: Tony Schwensen & André Stitt, BIG PINKO: Cy & Dusty, 2009; 
durational performance, Minto, Australia; 
commissioned by Campbelltown Arts Centre
Photos courtesy the artists


